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SD Series Control and I/O

Simple ▪ Scalable ▪ Seamless ▪ Secure

Simple
Symphony® Plus is easily adapted to meet the broad spectrum of plant configurations and applications.

Scalable
Symphony Plus’ unique system architecture provides flexible and scalable configurations, from the small and server-less to large multi-system, multi-server architectures.

Seamless
Symphony Plus enables the seamless integration of field devices, process and turbine automation systems, electrical and SCADA systems, and business and maintenance systems.

Secure
Symphony Plus provides users with a secure and reliable control environment with built-in security features that prevent unauthorized control system access.

Evolution without obsolescence

Symphony Plus Total Plant Automation. The power of a well-orchestrated performance.

Symphony Plus SD Series. Delivering flexible automation for a sustainable world.

Introducing the newest addition to the Symphony Plus family: the SD Series – a green portfolio of completely scalable control and I/O products that work across the entire control landscape and delivers total plant automation regardless of application type, size, or physical location. Energy efficient, scalable architecture, compact lead-free design, extreme operating range, optimized footprint, field proven technology, and device and electrical integration make SD Series the best solution for your new installation, upgrade or expansion.

www.new.abb.com/power-generation/symphony-plus-sd-series